Business: Post-Covid World

Managing Workplace Health and Wellbeing during a
Crisis : How to Support your Staff in Difficult Times

Unprepared to Entrepreneur : A Method to the
Madness of Starting Your Own Business

Cary Cooper

Sonya Barlow

Kogan Page Ltd (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781398601222

Kogan Page Ltd (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781398601468

£29.99 | PB | 272.pp | January 2022

£14.99 | PB | 248.pp | October 2021

Use the expert advice and global case
studies in this book to support employee
health and wellbeing both during and after
a health, economic or social crisis.

Uncover how you can be your own boss,
launch a successful business and live the
life you want, bypassing business school,
funding rounds and exclusive members
clubs.

Business Unusual : Values, Uncertainty and the
Psychology of Brand Resilience

Your Rights at Work : A Complete Guide to Employee
Rights and Employer Responsibilities

Nathalie Nahai

Trades Union Congres TUC

Kogan Page Ltd (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781398602212

Kogan Page Ltd (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781398603905

£14.99 | PB | 264.pp | September 2021

£14.99 | PB | 280.pp | September 2021

Explore how to build business resilience in
the face of uncertainty and learn to thrive
in often digital-first environments by
connecting with your people and
customers in a meaningful way.

Provides a complete guide to employment
rights, from hiring to redundancy,
maternity leave to retirement, written by
practitioners at the TUC.

The Next Rules of Work : The Mindset, Skillset and
Toolset to Lead Your Organization through

The New World of Work : Shaping a Future that
Helps People, Organizations and Our Societies to

Gary A. Bolles

Peter Cheese

Kogan Page Ltd (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781398601635

Kogan Page Ltd (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781398602090

£19.99 | PB | 280.pp | August 2021

£19.99 | PB | 400.pp | June 2021

Lead through constant change by infusing
your organization with the mindset, skillset
and toolset needed to solve tomorrow's
problems.

Use this practical guide from the leading
voice in the people profession to ensure
your business and your workforce thrive in
the new world of work.
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Building the Agile Business through Digital
Transformation

Remote Work : Redesign Processes, Practices and
Strategies to Engage a Remote Workforce

Neil Perkin

Chris Dyer

Kogan Page Ltd (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781789666533

Kogan Page Ltd (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781398600362

£19.99 | PB | 336.pp | June 2021

£22.99 | PB | 296.pp | May 2021

Achieve competitive advantage and
organizational success by becoming an
agile and digital-native business.

Implement successful remote working
policies and processes, build a company
culture that motivates a remote workforce
and boost business performance, capacity
and innovation with this expert guide.

Organizing for the New Normal : Prepare Your
Company for the Journey of Continuous Disruption

Flexible Working : How to Implement Flexibility in
the Workplace to Improve Employee and Business

Constantinos C. Markides

Gemma Dale

Kogan Page Ltd (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781398600799

Kogan Page Ltd (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781789665895

£19.99 | PB | 184.pp | April 2021

£29.99 | PB | 248.pp | December 2020

As your organization faces new disruptions
before completing a current
transformation, develop the leadership
competencies to sustain the "permanent"
sense of urgency necessary for your
organization's long-term success.

Use this practical guide to develop flexible
working policies and practices that drive
employee engagement, improve talent
acquisition and retention, reduce workplace
stress and boost business performance.

Virtual Leadership : Practical Strategies for Getting
the Best Out of Virtual Work and Virtual Teams

How to Get Lucky : 13 techniques for discovering and
taking advantage of life's good breaks

Penny Pullan

Max Gunther

Kogan Page Ltd (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9780749475963

Harriman House Publishing (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9780857199539

£19.99 | PB | 248.pp | August 2016

£14.99 | PB | .pp | September 2021

Develop an effective approach to managing
virtual workplaces using proven and
strategies to leading virtual teams.

As Max Gunther shows in this page-turning
classic, some people really are luckier than
others - and not by accident.
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Becoming Data Literate : Building a great business,
culture and leadership through data and analytics

Raw Business : A straight-talking account of what it
means to be a successful entrepreneur

David Reed

Christian Nellemann

Harriman House Publishing (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9780857199270

Harriman House Publishing (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9780857198907

£14.99 | PB | .pp | August 2021

£14.99 | PB | .pp | August 2021

Becoming Data Literate shows you how to
build a great business through embedding
data and analytics across your organisation.

Raw Business contains the raw and
unvarnished advice that you need to build
and grow a successful company.

Go Luck Yourself : 40 ways to stack the odds in your
brand's favour

The DIY Investor 3rd edition : How to take control of
your investments and plan for a financially secure

Andy Nairn

Andy Bell

Harriman House Publishing (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9780857198884

Harriman House Publishing (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9780857198181

£14.99 | PB | .pp | June 2021

£17.99 | PB | 276.pp | May 2021

Andy Nairn provides a series of
thought-provoking strategies that will help
anyone responsible for building a brand.

FULLY REVISED AND UPDATED THIRD
EDITION
Investing expert Andy Bell shows you how
to plan your financial future in this updated
edition of his bestselling guide to
do-it-yourself investing.

Own It! : How our generation can invest our way to a
better future

Elemental Change : Making Stuff Happen When
Nothing Stands Still

Iona Bain

Neil Usher

Harriman House Publishing (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9780857198303

LID Publishing (Marston Book Services) | 9781912555857

£12.99 | PB | .pp | March 2021

£12.99 | PB | 232.pp | November 2020

The UK's leading millennial money expert,
Iona Bain, is on a mission to help young
people own their futures, once and for all.

Change is messy. But then again, so is life.
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Leaders in Lockdown : Inside stories of Covid-19 and
the new world of business

People-Centric Management : How Leaders Use Four
Agile Levers to Succeed in the New Dynamic Business

Atholl Duncan

Lukas Michel

LID Publishing (Marston Book Services) | 9781911671015

LID Publishing (Marston Book Services) | 9781912555994

£16.99 | PB | .pp | November 2020

£19.99 | PB | 288.pp | October 2020

Based on interviews with some of today's
outstanding leaders in business, as well as
contributions from leading management
experts and sports coaches to care home
workers and theatre producers, this book
explores different aspects of the future of
leadership in a post-Covid world.

This book argues that people-centric
leadership is essential to succeed in the
new dynamic business context. It offers
four agile levers for leaders to unlock the
full potential of people and turn valuable
business opportunities into value for
society.

FightBack NOW : Leveraging your assets to shape the
new normal

Inspired Thinking : How to discover new ideas for
meaningful success

Felix Staeritz

Neil Francis

LID Publishing (Marston Book Services) | 9781911671336

LID Publishing (Marston Book Services) | 9781912555772

£14.99 | PB | 224.pp | October 2020

£9.99 | HB | .pp | July 2020

This second book in the FightBack
collection responds to the question: what
could the 'new normal' look like? This book
looks at how corporations can most
effectively build new digital models to
make the most of their existing assets.

Changing the world begins with the desire
to see something for more than it appears inspiring for more, creating for potential.

Being : The Six Principles for Leading in an Age of
Fast Change

Rehumanizing Leadership : Putting purpose and
meaning back into business

Ben Renshaw

Michael Chavez

LID Publishing (Marston Book Services) | 9781912555420

LID Publishing (Marston Book Services) | 9781911498841

£12.99 | PB | 232.pp | June 2020

£12.99 | PB | 240.pp | January 2020

We can often become governed by our 'to
do' lists and forget that we are human
'beings', not human 'doings'. Doing is
important, but it is not why we exist. In a
world characterized by complexity,
ambiguity, disruption and globalization the
quality of our being will determine the
quality of our experience. This is true in all
walks of life but has heightened
significance in the leadership domain.

The future is more human than ever before.
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Next Is Now : 5 steps for embracing change building a business that thrives into the future

Healthy Buildings : How Indoor Spaces Drive
Performance and Productivity

Lior Arussy

Joseph G. Allen

LID Publishing (Marston Book Services) | 9781912555246

Harvard University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780674237971

£12.99 | PB | 256.pp | January 2019

£28.95 | HB | 304.pp | April 2020

A step-by-step guide for how managers
and employees can embrace change with
passion and excitement, every day.

A healthy building does more than
conserve resources: it improves the health
and productivity of the people inside.
Joseph Allen and John Macomber look at
everything from the air we breathe to the
water we drink to how light, sound, and
materials impact our performance and
well-being and drive business profit.

The Anti-Burnout Journal : A 12-week multi-platform
wellness planner for self-care and stress relief

Being Present : Commanding Attention at Work (and
at Home) by Managing Your Social Presence

Bex Spiller

Jeanine W. Turner

David & Charles (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781446309155

Georgetown University Press (Ingram Publisher Services /NBNI) | 9781647121549

£16.66 | PB | 256.pp | January 2022

£22.50 | HB | 208.pp | January 2022

A multi-platform solution to the growing
problem of burnout caused by prolonged
stress. This undated journal spans 12 weeks
with weekly lessons delivered through the
pages of the journal alongside an online
dashboard with lifetime access to video
lessons in yoga, mindfulness, meditation,
nutrition and breathwork.

Being Present offers a framework to
navigate social presence at work and at
home. By exploring four primary
communication choices-budgeted, entitled,
competitive, and invitational-author
Jeanine W. Turner shows when and where
to employ each strategy to most effectively
communicate in modern life.

Be Nimble - How the Navy SEAL Mindset Wins on the
Battlefield and in Business

The Playful Entrepreneur : How to Adapt and Thrive
in Uncertain Times

Marty Strong

Mark Dodgson

John Hunt Publishing (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9781789048407

Yale University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780300254747

£14.99 | PB | 224.pp | December 2021

£12.99 | PB | 288.pp | September 2021

Addresses classic leadership challenges and
the effects of global business disruption
exaggerated by the COVID-19 pandemic.

A compelling account of how incorporating
play into work can help us overcome the
uncertainty and turbulence that surrounds
work
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